For over 30 years, Santos Bonacci has been researching the ancient works, compiling and translating them into more accessible terms in his study of AstroTheology ‘The Holy Science’, an explanation of the holy works, with the fractals of a simple Sine-Wave that affects the galaxies, Earth’s seasons, human bodies, personalities and all of creation.

This knowledge is the basis and origin for all of our Myths, Legends, Fairy Tales, Nursery Rhymes and Folk Lore. It is also the Pure Science developed by the very enlightened, wise and ancient priesthood that give us the Holy Books of all religions. This language was heavily veiled in allegory and symbolism and much of it was deliberately done to keep the higher truths from the masses.

The Real Origin of the Bible

The Bible was intended to be read as celestial (Stellar, Solar, Lunar & Planetary) allegories & poems based on archetypal, universal symbols of deep esoteric truths. Then & only then can it be explained without the need for Interpretation. The Bible is not a book written by God, but a book written about/of God. Santos restores much of the original interpretation of the Bible by revealing it's original glory & reviving it's practical usefulness to mankind.
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